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Globalization profoundly shapes our lives. According to Thomas
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Friedman’s 2005 The World is Flat, recent technological
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advances have transformed global economics and culture,
creating a level playing field that allows innovators anywhere to
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have become a virtual mantra among higher education leaders;
the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U), for example, has titled its

Thoughts about
WikiPODia?
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spiky”), the “flat world” thesis and concerns with globalization

January 2011 conference “Global Positioning,” emphasizing “competitive notions of ‘world
class’ education [and] the imperatives of changing international economic and political
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MERLOT ELIXR Digital
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power.”
My travels this summer have prompted me to think often about globalization in our common
work. As POD president, I traveled to Toronto for the annual conference of the Society for
Teaching and Learning in Higher Education (STLHE), a Canadian partner of POD. My
university then sent me to Barcelona where I represented POD at the annual council meeting
of the International Consortium for Educational Development (ICED) and participated in
ICED’s biennial conference.
I connected with many POD colleagues in both places, but I also discovered a new
professional world that stretched and challenged me. At STLHE, for instance, Joy Mighty
and Julia Christensen Hughes facilitated a boundarycrossing preconference workshop

Topical Resources

building on their new book Taking Stock (McGillQueen’s University Press, 2010) that

Useful Links

analyzes emerging global research on teaching and learning. At ICED, Zenawi Zerihun and

Sitemap

Recent site activity

his colleagues from Ethiopia presented a compelling model for teaching evaluation that made
my campus’s recent efforts to reform our evaluation system seem something less than
“world class.”

Contact the Editor
edited by Emily Gravett

My ICED and STLHE experiences led me to reflect on whether the “flat world” thesis applies

POD Essays on Teaching
Excellence

to POD. How effectively are we learning from and contributing to innovation in our profession

edited by Emily Gravett

project comparing citations from the most recent volume of POD’s annual To Improve the

around the world? As a partial answer to that question, I conducted an informal research

https://sites.google.com/a/podnetwork.org/wikipodia/podnetworknewspage/podnetworknewsarchives/podnetworknewsfall2010
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Contact the Editor

Academy (#28, 2010) with a similar sample from ICED’s journal International Journal for

edited by Emily Gravett

Academic Development (3 issues, September 2008  June 2009). Over that period of time,

Contact the Editor (Fall
2014)

TIA and IJAD each published 21 articles, representing perhaps the best collection of
academic development scholarship in the world. All 48 of the authors from the TIA articles

edited by Emily Gravett

reported being at North American institutions, while only 8 of 52 IJAD authors were. The

Contact the Editor (Spring
2015)

works cited in these articles echoed the institutional affiliation of the authors. Of the nearly
250 books cited in TIA, some 94% were published in the United States, while 39% of the

edited by Emily Gravett

books referenced in IJAD were published in the United States. Journal citations followed a

View All

similar pattern. More than 400 journals were referenced in the TIA and IJAD articles that I
examined, yet only 25% of those journals were cited at least once in both TIA and IJAD.
Although some variation should be expected, the lack of overlap is striking. We are doing

Navigation

similar work but reading and producing different scholarly literature.
If To Improve the Academy captures the best of POD’s scholarship, which I believe it does,
then our professional world is not flat. We have not entered a full partnership with our global
colleagues. There’s a world of scholarly literature and effective practice that we as POD
members may not be utilizing fully to help us do our work. As an organization and as
individuals, we should challenge ourselves to learn from innovators in our field, whether they
are down the road or across the planet.
Of course, POD and its members also have a lot to contribute to the world. One sign of that
influence is that the new network of faculty developers in Thailand has named itself
ThaiPOD. Similarly, scholarship by POD members is read across the globe, with
publications by Mary Deane Sorcinelli, Nancy Chism, Dee Fink, and others, being as well
known in Asia as they are in North America.
Virginia Lee, POD’s president from 20082009, has an excellent article in the forthcoming
issue of To Improve the Academy (#29) that explores the complexity of academic
development in an increasingly international higher education environment. Drawing on
insights from Australian colleagues Anna Carew, Geraldine Lafoe, and others, Lee calls for
POD members to develop more “elastic practice” — an expanded capacity to tailor our local
work to reflect both a deep knowledge of our own context and an adaptive view of our
profession’s best practices.
As we begin a new academic year in a world (whether flat or spiky) characterized by
accelerating change and interchange, elastic practice should become our mantra. What are
we, alone and together, learning from and contributing to our increasingly global profession?

Peter Felten, President
Subpages (10): Call for Manuscripts Call for SelfNominations Conference News Contact the Editor Core Self
Nominations Digital Case Stories Now Available Guest Column Notes from the POD Office The Idea Center
Observes 35th Anniversary To Improve the AcademyCall for Manuscripts
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earlybird rate of $450. The conference will be held at the Hyatt
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Regency St. Louis at The Arch, St. Louis, Missouri. To make
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reservations, call 3146551234 or 8002331234. Mention "POD
Network Group Rate" to get the group rate. To reserve a room
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online, visit: https://resweb.passkey.com/go/POD2010 and
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In order to help everyone’s budget stretch a bit further, we were
able to negotiate free wireless internet access in all guest rooms and in all lobby/public
spaces for all POD conference attendees. We’ll be holding the Vendor Exhibit again this year
for three days and are offering the following options to make the Exhibit as accessible as
possible for POD members. $150 for individual or small business conference attendees (all

Call for Core Self

3 days); $100 for individual or small business conference attendees (your choice of any 2

Nominations

days); and $400 for corporate attendees (all 3 days).

MERLOT ELIXR Digital

Please remember to stay through to Sunday. You won’t want to miss the Sunday morning
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Anchor Session “Beyond Our Gates: Preparing for Emerging Trends in Higher Education”
where Peggy Cohen and colleagues will provide an overview of many exciting new initiatives
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in higher education development. Please see the Conference Team’s article in this issue for
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Hoag Holmgren, Executive Director

more details.
See you in St. Louis!
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The 2010 Conference Team warmly invites you to join
us in St. Louis, November 37 for the 35th Annual POD
Conference.
The 2010 conference theme asks POD attendees to

35th Annual POD

take a fresh look at our past, present and future as we

Conference

consider new directions for our profession and our
organization. A few highlights from the program

The Idea Center35th

include our plenary sessions with Drs. Sylvia Hurtado

Anniversary

(UCLA) and Kristen Renn (Michigan State University), special PODSponsored sessions
from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) and the Historically

Call for Manuscripts: To

Black Colleges and Universities Faculty Development Network (HBCU), and a Sunday

Improve the Academy

Anchor Session presented by POD’s Professional Development Committee.

Guest Column

Dr. Hurtado will draw from current research in introductory science classrooms to illustrate
points regarding assessment of students’ skills. She will present evidence from national data

Call for Core Self

on undergraduate teaching faculty administered by UCLA’s Higher Education Research

Nominations

Institute indicating a relationship between faculty pedagogy, their own values and
characteristics, and institutional support.
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Dr. Renn will address how the presence of people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual
and/or transgendered can provide opportunities for exploring the intersections of identity,
teaching, and learning. She will address questions like, “How can faculty in any discipline
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create learning environments that capitalize on engagement with LGBT issues?” while
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Dr. Ashley Finley, Director of Assessment for the AAC&U, will present data from a national

challenging the audience to consider other ways that identities intersect with teaching and
learning in higher education.

survey of faculty from twenty colleges and universities regarding faculty practice and
perspectives on pedagogical innovation, institutional and disciplinary cultures of teaching and

Topical Resources

learning, and the junction of high impact pedagogies with regard to promotion and tenure

Useful Links

processes. Additionally, the study addresses the relationship between institutional reward

Sitemap

structures and cultures of support with dimensions of job satisfaction, commitment, and
mental wellbeing.
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Dr. Henry Findley, and other members of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU) Faculty Development Network, will describe the origins and distinctive nature of the
Network and its role in developing the faculty teaching workforce at HBCUs. They will also
share “nuts and bolts” information about how to establish and maintain such an organization.
POD is pleased to announce that it will cohost the POD 2011 Conference in Atlanta with the

https://sites.google.com/a/podnetwork.org/wikipodia/podnetworknewspage/podnetworknewsarchives/podnetworknewsfall2010/conferencenews
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HBCU Faculty Development Network.

Contact the Editor
edited by Emily Gravett

POD’s Professional Development Committee will present the Sunday Anchor Session,

Contact the Editor (Fall
2014)

Beyond Our Gates: Preparing for Emerging Trends in Higher Education. Margaret Cohen and

edited by Emily Gravett

colleagues will overview emerging initiatives, including LEAP, High Impact Practices,

Contact the Editor (Spring
2015)

Access to Success, VSA, Bologna, NSSE, ADP, eportfolios, and VALUE rubrics. Using
case studies, participants will clarify the trends and examine productive and nonproductive

edited by Emily Gravett

patterns of practice so that developers ask strategic questions early, align new initiatives

View All

with institutional priorities, and garner instrumental faculty support.
As in previous years, the program includes a vast array of highly interactive sessions,
engaging discussions in roundtable format, and a stimulating poster session. Other

Navigation

conference mainstays include the job fair, resource fair, Topical Interest Groups, and vendor
exhibits. Volunteers will be available in a hospitality area to guide attendees in getting the
most out of the many opportunities the conference offers. Newcomers will undoubtedly feel
the POD spirit, and longtime attendees will once again experience the unique collegiality of
the organization’s members.
The conference team has made a number of changes to this year’s program; one of the
biggest is the meal lineup. To promote collegiality and ongoing conversations, we will have
three breakfasts (FridaySunday), two dinners (Thursday and Friday) and a lunch (Saturday).
Lunchonyourown has been scheduled on Friday this year to allow attendees to take
advantage of downtown restaurants that might not be open on the weekend. Saturday’s
conference lunch offers you the opportunity to network informally with colleagues, avoiding
overlap with the plenary addresses. Longtime attendees to the POD Conference will also
notice changes to the traditional evening schedule. This year, the POD Awards Banquet will
be held on Friday night. The Banquet highlights the POD spirit and community, and we hope
all attendees will join us. Immediately afterwards, POD Karaoke will make its triumphant
return! For those who want to take a break from singing tributes to musical idols, you can
enjoy the smooth live music of jazz guitarist Dan Rubright. Dinneronyourown moves to
Saturday night and offers POD attendees the chance to catch up with new and old friends,
take advantage of the local cuisine, and/or join others at the St. Louis Symphony or the
Repertory Theater of St. Louis.
We are truly excited about the conference and look forward to seeing you there!
Shaun Longstreet, Conference CoChair
Suzanne Tapp, Conference CoChair
Michael Palmer, Program CoChair
Martin Springborg, Program CoChair
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Ratings of Instruction has spun off a suite of improvement feedback instruments
currently used in 370 colleges and universities. Since 1976, the Center has
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than student whims, should be the yardstick of faculty evaluation, the IDEA Student
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brainchild of one psychology professor who believed that student learning, rather
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from nearly 1.4 million classes have been processed.
In 1968, Donald Hoyt, Ph.D., administrator and faculty member at Kansas State
University in Manhattan, began creating a faculty evaluation instrument that looked
at student learning relative to an instructor’s objectives, rather than simply measuring

Call for Core Self

an instructor’s behaviors or popularity. Long before terms like ‘learning communities’
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and ‘learnercentered’ became common, the IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction
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measured students’ perception of their learning.
IDEA focuses on student learning of 12 instructorspecified objectives, soliciting
students' feedback on their own learning progress, effort, and motivation, as well as
their perceptions of the instructor's use of 20 instructional strategies and teaching
methods. Instructor reports provided specific results, including recommendations for
improvement, to guide faculty reflection. This instrument has required revision only
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once in 35 years, and the model itself has not changed — strong testament to the
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In order to make IDEA more widely available, KState established the Center for
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Faculty Evaluation and Development (rechristened The IDEA Center in 1997) in
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notion that good ideas do last!

1975, thanks to a multiyear grant from the Kellogg Foundation. The goal was to

Recent site activity

improve student learning and the quality of instruction, first at Kansas State
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University, then nationwide.
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Bill Cashin, Ph.D., joined the Center in 1975, became its director in 1985, and retired
in 1996. Under Cashin’s leadership, The IDEA Center began offering national
seminars and conferences on faculty development and teachinglearning issues, as

https://sites.google.com/a/podnetwork.org/wikipodia/podnetworknewspage/podnetworknewsarchives/podnetworknewsfall2010/ideacenter
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well as conferences for academic chairs. In 1981 Cashin began the IDEA Papers

Contact the Editor
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series which may be most familiar to POD members. Cashin wrote many IDEA

Contact the Editor (Fall
2014)

Papers, brief treatises offering faculty members practical insights to improve student

edited by Emily Gravett

learning and available at www.theideacenter.org.

Contact the Editor (Spring
2015)

1997 was a transitional year for the Center. Bill Pallett, Ph.D., joined as president,

edited by Emily Gravett

having served as director of assessment at Kansas State University. Don Hoyt, who

View All

had retired from KState as assistant provost in 1995, returned to IDEA as research
coordinator and Amy Gross, Ph.D., joined the Center as vice president for
integrative client services and is now vice president for knowledge management.

Navigation

In 2001, The IDEA Center became a separate nonprofit entity. Since 2003, the
board of directors has comprised 12 academic leaders, four of whom are faculty at
Kansas State University and many who have a history with POD. Former board
members who have a history with POD include Bill McKeachie and Chuck Bonwell.
Currently, Larry Braskamp, Christine Licata, Mary Lou Higgerson, Peter Seldin, Jeff
Seybert and Marilla Svinicki are among those who serve on The IDEA Center’s
board.
More recently, Tim Johnson, vice president for innovation and technology, joined the
Center in 2007 and Steve Benton, Ph.D., joined IDEA in 2008 as senior research
officer, mining the vast amount of data for information such as whether students rate
their learning higher in online classes or facetoface classes, or whether chairs in
different disciplines vary greatly in their perceptions of what their most important
duties are. In September 2010, Shelley Chapman, Ph.D., formally from Southern
Wesleyan University and Johns Hopkins University, became vice president for client
services. The IDEA Center currently employs 17.
In addition to the student ratings instrument, the Center has developed other ratings
instruments over the years, including IDEA Feedback for Deans, IDEA Feedback for
Administrators, and IDEA Feedback for Department Chairs. In January 2011, the
IDEA Center will also begin to offer a department chairs coaching service.
Experienced highereducation leaders (Dan Wheeler, Al Seagren, and Delivee
Wright) will provide various levels of support to improve chairs’ performance.
In 2004, The IDEA Center began collaborating with then POD president Dee Fink to
develop a series of papers that address both teaching methods and learning
objectives – the PODIDEA Center Notes. These are some of the most widely
accessed and highly regarded resources from the Center’s website.
Thank you to our POD colleagues who have contributed to IDEA publications and
facilitated the good use of student feedback to improve teaching on your own
campuses. We look forward to future collaborations!
Amy Gross and Bill Pallett, The IDEA Center, Manhattan, KS, U.S.A.
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The audience for To Improve the Academy includes faculty development and organizational
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and helping these professionals with their work. They may be researchbased, programmatic,
or reflective pieces, but those describing new approaches and programs must include
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Manuscripts must be well written. You are strongly encouraged to ask (a) colleague(s) to
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Maximum length of articles is 20 doublespaced pages in 12point type, Times New Roman,
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standard margins (1” on all sides). Each chapter should be 4,3755,625 words (approx. 17.5
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Manuscripts must be prepared according to the guidelines in the Publication Manual of the
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Compose a title (up to 12 words) that clearly informs the reader about the content.

American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition (e.g., include running head and page
headers; headings not numbered; correct reference format).

Include an abstract of 100 words or less.
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Do not use footnotes.
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Electronic submissions only.
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Submission Process
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Please submit two (2) copies of the manuscript as email attachments in MS Word or rich
text format:
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Contact the Editor

One complete copy with a title page that includes the names (in the order in which they

edited by Emily Gravett

should appear), mailing addresses, telephones, faxes, and emails of all authors; and

Contact the Editor (Fall
2014)

One “masked” copy without author name(s), institution(s), or contact information. Identifying

edited by Emily Gravett

information in the text of the article should also be “masked”.

Contact the Editor (Spring
2015)

Name the two files starting with the last name of the lead author,

edited by Emily Gravett

View All

e.g.: Smith CompleteMS, Smith MaskedMS.
Email submissions by December 1, 2010 to:

Navigation
Judith E. Miller, Editor, To Improve the Academy, Vol. 30
Executive Director of Assessment, University of North Florida
tia@unf.edu
Manuscript submissions will be acknowledged within two working days. If you do not receive
an acknowledgment, please inquire.
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Continuing our series of international exchanges, our guest column is by Geoffrey
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Should a Post Graduate Certificate in Higher Education
Learning and Teaching be Mandatory for Academics?
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David Gosling recently published an article in SEDA’s (Staff and Educational Development
Association) magazine Educational Developments (1) on the extent to which Post Graduate
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Certificates in Higher Education learning and teaching (PgCerts) had become mandatory
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requirements for many new university academics in the UK. The UK has been particularly
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proactive in having policies requiring completion of a PgCert as a condition of continuing
academic employment. In Australia, most higher education institutions (HEIs) would have a
mandatory professional development requirement for new academics and would provide

Call for Core Self

access to a formal qualification equivalent to the UK PgCert, although only a small number

Nominations

of institutions have made completion of the PgCert a requirement for continuing employment.
Many Australian HEIs provide free or subsidised access to PgCerts to a limited number of

MERLOT ELIXR Digital

their own academics. David pointed out that a number of countries have embraced the idea

Case Stories

of mandatory professional development for new academics, including the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Japan and Sri Lanka; whereas other countries, such as the USA, have
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been reluctant to move down this path. In the USA, more significant emphasis is placed on
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Readership

development for the teaching component of an academic’s practice probably has more to do

the professional development of Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) rather than newly
appointed Faculty, as GTAs are seen as the pool from which future academics will be drawn.
David posited that the move towards embedding a mandatory component of professional
with government regulatory requirements on HEIs, rather than a recognition of the inherent
merits of PgCert programs.
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The nature of PgCert programs can vary between countries and indeed between institutions;
in the UK SEDA plays a key role in maintaining standards around these programs through a
formal recognition process; the Professional Development Framework provides recognition

Recent site activity

for the professional development programs of UK higher education institutions and the

Contact the Editor

individuals who complete those programs. In Australia, there is currently no formal national

edited by Emily Gravett

recognition process for academic’s professional development, although informal
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benchmarking frequently takes places through the activities of the Foundations Colloquium
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(2) and CADAD (Council Australian Directors of Academic Development) (3).
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The move to mandating professional training in educational practice through PgCerts is a
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recognition that completing a PhD in a core discipline and undertaking disciplinebased
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teaching might involve large classes with students from diverse cultures or social
backgrounds. The issue of standards and the quality of teaching in HEIs is sometimes a
controversial topic, especially when the discussion includes stakeholders outside of the
specific discipline being investigated. How is teaching quality measured in HEIs and what
would an acceptable standard of educational practice look like in each discipline? In
Australia, the Australian Learning and Teaching Council (ALTC) (4) has commissioned a
major program of consultations with the higher education sector in order define academic
standards in the disciplines in preparation for the work of the Tertiary Education Quality and

Navigation

Standards Agency. These standards will include higher education learning and teaching.
The ALTC has already sponsored a major project on Teaching Quality Indicators and the
project proposed a set of indicators for recognising and rewarding quality teaching (5).
We have become accustomed to the almost universal use of student feedback as a proxy
measure of teaching quality, and at the same time, we have witnessed research questioning
the ability of this feedback to validly and reliably quantify teaching quality. Some institutions
have reworded their documentation around the use of student feedback to make a clear
distinction between students’ perceptions or experiences of the teacher and the teaching
environment, and the evaluation of the teacher or the teaching environment, which is usually
undertaken by peers. Peer evaluation has become more popular, but mostly for formative or
developmental purposes and more reluctantly for the summative purposes of promotion and
annual reviews. The main issues still preventing a more widespread adoption of summative
peer review include the need to offer acceptable professional training for peer reviewers to
ensure validity, reliability and fidelity to evaluations and the workload issues for both reviewer
and reviewed.
Despite all this activity in “professionalising” higher education teaching, a question still posed
by senior administrators is whether there is a direct, causal correlation between academics
completing a PgCert and the quality of their teaching? I am sure all universities that offer
PgCerts can provide evidence that there is a positive correlation for their programs; the
bigger question is how do we explain the high quality teaching delivered by a large number of
academics who have never completed a PgCert? Completing a PgCert is no guarantee that
high quality teaching will result, yet the majority of academics who do complete a PgCert will
likely apply their new or affirmed learnings to their educational practices. Even academics
who have not completed a PgCert can be positively influenced by their own readings of the
educational literature and the activities of their colleagues who are engaged in the
scholarship of learning and teaching. Should we expect all academics to complete a PgCert
or should we require all academics to provide evidence of professional development that has
enhanced the quality of their educational practice? Ignoring professional development
associated with one’s practice is not an acceptable path for academics, so the issue may be
more about finding appropriate mechanisms to offer a range of development or enhancement
activities that cover the breadth of academics’ needs, rather than mandating one type of
activity that will not necessarily cover all the aspects of an academic’s work?
References
(1)Gosling, D. (2010). Educational Developments, SEDA, Issue 11.2;
http://www.seda.ac.uk/publications.html
(2)Foundations Colloquium;
http://www.flinders.edu.au/teach/foundations/colloquia/(3)CADAD; http://www.cadad.edu.au/
(4)http://www.altc.edu.au/standards
(5)http://www.altc.edu.au/teachingqualityindicators
Geoffrey Crisp is the President of HERDSA. He is the Director of the Centre of Learning and
Professional Development and Director, Online Education at the University of Adelaide.
Contact: geoffrey.crisp@adelaide.edu.au
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term plus the spring Core meeting in 2011, for a grand total of seven Core meetings.
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like to see POD accomplish over the next three years? (300 word limit).
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Contact the POD office or the chair of the POD Nominations and Elections Committee,
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The MERLOT ELIXR Initiative is a multimedia case story repository
that features disciplinespecific stories of faculty engaged in exemplary teaching practices.
All the case stories are brief, applied, and focus on a particular teaching strategy and offer
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faculty vignettes, course artifacts and interactive resources.
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Guide, are included for context about the teaching topic.
Two examples of how you can use ELIXR digital case stories in your faculty development
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efforts include showcasing story elements during an event to demonstrate a point and/or lead
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into an exercise and sending new faculty links to case stories relevant to New Faculty
Orientation.
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ELIXR’s faculty development resources include other ideas and access to an article, Using
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reported that the stories provided “added value” to their faculty development efforts.
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education institutions in the US. For more information, contact Dr. Thomas Carey at
tcarey@projects.sdsu.edu.

Independent evaluation data underscores the effect of these ELIXR case stories for faculty
developers and faculty. Additionally, our ELIXR fellows who gathered evaluation data
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